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Reversible Gas-Solid Reactions
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Thermo-Chemical energy storage -
 
material






























F. Schaube et al., High Temperature TC Heat Storage for CSP using Gas-Solid Reactions, 
Proceedings of SolarPaces 2010, Perpignan, France (2010)
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Ford Ford Focus FC 350 bar
GM/Opel Hydrogen 4 700 bar
Honda FCX Clarity 350 bar
Hyundai/Kia Borrego 700 bar
HyTruck Fuel cell truck 350 bar
Toyota FCHV adv 700 bar
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Regeneration at ambient temperature
Generation of cold by means of desorption
Continuous operation possible with constant hydrogen current
 (two alternating reactions)



















































Linder et al., Experimental analysis of fast metal hydride reaction bed dynamics,
Int. J. Hydrogen Energy 35, 8755-8761, 2010
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60 s @ 5 °C
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6 – 10 bar 
Ambient temp.: > 30 °C
Cooling
 
temp.:  < 12 °C
Cooling
 
power: ~ 900 W
Linder et al., An energy-efficient air-conditioning system for hydrogen driven cars, 
Int. J. Hydrogen Energy, Article in Press
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System weight and volume (MeH
 
part, extrapolated to 2 kW system)
Weight: ~ 12.5 kg
Volume:
 
~ 3 l 
Operation principles => Dependency on hydrogen consumption
PCool
 
~ 0.2 * Pel, FC
Bypass for higher flow rates
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Summary
Thermo-Chemical Energy storage











the crucial points are











Sorption system for onboard cold generation
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Thank you for your attention !
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